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When looking at Endre (Andrew) Boszin's work, one is reminded of the
wealth of imported talent that Canada has benefited from. Central Europe
has been a particularly heavy exporter of this talent, and Boszin is part of
the wave of emigration of Modernist East-Central European artists, who
escaped the limiting, indeed repressive art policies and directives of their
native countries, which had well-developed Modernist traditions before
the Soviet occupations of their homelands. Educated in the Hungarian
tradition of Modernist art, one typified by dark, brooding, intense colours,
Boszin left his homeland after the Hungarian Revolution of 1956, and
spent time in Britain, before finally settling in Toronto in 1966, and
taking part in Toronto's Modernist Hungarian ambient of the 1960s and
1970s. In this article, for the first time, I will look at the entire career of
this artist, placing him into the various contexts in which he has worked.
Boszin was born in 1923, in the small Hungarian town of Pilis
south of Budapest, the son of Maria Csontos and of local merchant Gyula
Boszin. Like many artists, he early on showed an interest in drawing, but
had few opportunities to see art locally, apart from the altarpiece of the
Lutheran Church, and the Sunday supplements of a Budapest daily, the
Pesti Ujsdg. Encouraged by the local painter Jozsef Gamel (1893-1974),
Boszin began painting in oils when he was 17.1
Sometime in the early 40s, he moved to nearby Budapest, where
he worked during the day, and attended the Alkotas Muveszhaz [Creation
Artists' House], a free school of art, in the evenings. At the Alkotas
Muveszhaz Boszin was fortunate enough to study with Jeno Gadanyi
(1896-1960), a left-wing artist who was one of the principal figures of
Hungarian Modernist painting at the time. 2 Gadanyi was a good friend

both of Lajos Kassak, by that time the "Grand Old M a n " of Hungarian
Modernist culture, and of Erno Kallai, the former editor of bauhaus
magazine, and the principal Modernist art critic of the period in Hungary.'
Thus through Gadanyi, Boszin had an entre into the very core of
Hungarian avant-garde visual culture of the time. For example, Boszin
had the opportunity to meet Kallai on one of his visits to the school
around 1942.
The effect of Gadanyi's earth-toned palette and lyric, syntheticcubist way of building up his compositions has been apparent in Boszin's
entire oeuvre. That the young man found in Gadanyi a sympathetic
teacher is apparent in the anecdote Boszin tells of how, on his first day at
the Alkotas Muveszhaz (coincidentally also Gadanyi's first day there
teaching), the master asked his class to sketch the model. Seeing that his
class was sketching the figure in a naturalist manner, Gadanyi complained
to them that this was evidence of an outdated manner of seeing, and
encouraged them to draw in the Cubist style. As Boszin had been drawing
in an analytical mode on his own, he had no problem following Gadanyi's
directive — but he was the only one in the class capable of this feat.
Boszin often had difficulties with later teachers because of his essentially
Modernist approach to art, and the Cubist mode of analytical
representation remained a constant in his art.
Before the end of the war, Boszin enrolled at Budapest's
prestigious Iparmuveszeti Foiskola (School of Applied Art), where he was
considered to be precocious enough to warrant a studio exhibition of
eleven of his expressionist linoleum cuts, in conjunction with his
classmates and friends Peter Brusch, Antal Prunkl and Zoltan Berczy, at
the last possible minute before the Arrow Cross reign of terror, in October
of 1944 4 He was unable to complete his studies before both Fascism and
war reached the capital in the winter of 1944-45, however.
With the Soviet occupation of the city complete by the early
spring, Boszin and some friends left the city, which had become
dangerous because men were being picked up off the streets at random
and deported to labour camps in Siberia, and moved to the provincial
town of Csongrad, in the south of the country. The group of friends
survived by their wits, but they also managed to produce bodies of work
inspired by the local scenery. It was in Csongrad that, already in
December of 1945, Boszin held an exhibition along with Janos Kiss and
Antal Prunkl at the M A D I S Z Centre. The mayor of Csongrad was so
impressed, that he purchased one of Boszin's works for the City Hall. A

second show, held at the Csongrad House of Culture in October of 1946
was very well-received. The reviewer for the local newspaper wrote: "The
intuitive strength and emotional richness of this artistic spirit's depth is
reflected in every watercolour by Endre Boszin... artistic beauty is eternal.
In his pictures, this artistic beauty is built up — first and foremost — of
colour harmonies." 5 This was the first of a number of reviews during the
artist's career that commented on his use of colour. Boszin had clearly,
and it seems, self-consciously, placed himself within the rich Hungarian
tradition of dark, brooding, colour harmonies, that characterized artists
otherwise as varied as Mihaly Munkacsi and Bela Czobel.
This provincial idyll soon came to end, as, when it was safe to do
so, the group returned to the capital. They arrived in Budapest just as the
city's artistic life was beginning to recover from the ravages of the war.
Politically, the country was in the "Coalition Period," the time during
which, though under Soviet occupation, a multi-party system was
operational, and the country's economy was rapidly recovering.
The
population was cautiously hopeful, though wary of the Soviet occupation,
and of the constant pressure being exercised by the Soviets to promote the
Hungarian Communists, who had not done well in the free elections of
1946.
Kassak was head of the National Arts Council, and through his
journals Alkotas [Creation] and Kortars [The Contemporary] he set the
liberal tone of public cultural life in the country. Erno Kallai and others
had formed the "European School," a broad coalition of Modernist artists
who held regular exhibitions. 6 Out of this, under Kallai's leadership, the
"Abstract Group" emerged, whose members —- including the later
Canadian-Hungarian Modernist artist Gyula (Julius) Marosan, w h o m
Boszin did not yet know — showed at Kallai's Galeria a Negy Vilagtajhoz [Gallery to the Earth's Four Quarters]. One of the most important
events of this period was Kallai's organization in 1947 of the exhibition
"Uj Vilagkep [New World Image], which was meant to illustrate the deep
connections between a stream in modem art Kallai referred to as "Bioromantika" (Bioromanticism), and the deep structure of the world as made
visible through scientific, especially X-Ray and microscopic photography.
Accordingly, Hungarian abstract and Surrealist paintings and sculptures,
as well as photographs of unavailable international Modernist works, were
displayed next to scientific photographs. Kallai had originally published
his article "Bioromantik" in 1932, 7 but in conjunction with the exhibition,
he published a small book on the subject which he entitled A termeszet

rejtett area [The hidden face of nature]. 8 That this exhibition and booklet
made a deep impression on Boszin is evident f r o m the fact that he would
later borrow the book's title to name an exhibition he curated in London.
With the assistance of Kassak — who had praised the young
Boszin in a 1945 review of his work in the journal Uj Idok [New Times] 9
— four young artists (including Emanuel Giron, Peter Brusch and
Boszin), were allowed to occupy the attic of an old warehouse building in
the industrial suburb of Ujpest. They gave this communal live-in studio
the evocative name of Bagolyvar [The Owl Castle]. Canvas was
unavailable, so Boszin worked with oils on cardboard and on paper, as
did other artists of the time. Thus began his first important creative
period, the products of which are, however, not available for study. The
Bagolyvar group held annual exhibitions locally in Ujpest, and there were
purchases by the local authorities.
By the end of 1946 Boszin was accepted as a member of the
Hungarian Artists' Association, which at the time meant that he received
basic financial assistance from the government. He was emerging as the
most ambitious artist of his group, and starting to take part in the avantgarde artistic life of the capital. The years 1947 and 1948 were the high
point of his early career in Hungary. Thus, at a meeting with Kallai in the
offices of Kassak's journal Alkotas, the critic was impressed with the
young artist's work, and encouraged him warmly. In May of 1947 Boszin
participated in the Spring Show of the "Free Association of Hungarian
Fine Artists" held at the Alkotas Muveszhaz, along with another rising
young artist, Gyula Marosan. 10 A year later Boszin's status as an artist
was demonstrated by the facts that he was included in an exhibition of
Hungarian graphic art at the National Museum in Stockholm, 11 and that he
had a one-man show at the old Mucsarnok [Palace of Exhibitions], one of
Budapest's most important exhibition venues. By 1948 Boszin's livelihood
was ensured by the fact that he took over the position of managing
director of the Fokusz gallery, one of the centres of modern art in the city
at the time.
The Coalition Period came to an end late in 1948, however, with
the forced unification into a single party of the Social Democrats and the
Communists, and the formation of a Soviet-style one-party state und6r the
dictatorial leadership of Matyas Rakosi and his "Muscovite" group.
Kassak was relieved of his position on the Council, and his journals
ceased publication. The European School and the Abstract Group were
forcibly dissolved, Kallai was fired from his professorship at the School

of Applied Art, and he resigned from the Arts Council. Stalinism had
arrived in Hungary. Boszin refused to join the Communist Party, or even
to attend the Marxist seminars organized by the newly-formed cultural
bureaucracy, promoting the only officially-condoned style of art, Socialist
Realism.
More an art of wishful thinking than of realism, in the
decidedly grey and poor Hungary of the early fifties, Socialist Realist
works tended to depict happy workers in factories and jolly peasants
amoung tractors. It was the only style artists could use to receive
government work, which at the time was almost the only work one could
get.
To support himself, Boszin, like many other artists, turned to the
applied arts. At this juncture in his career, his School of Applied Arts
training, however brief, stood him in good stead, and he took a job at the
recently nationalized (and renamed) "Rakosi Steel Works" in the huge
industrial complex on Csepel Island on the southern outskirts of Budapest.
There he worked first as a quality controller, and then on Stalinist
political displays and decorations.
While carrying out what was essentially propagandistic design
work, Boszin, again like other artists of the period, painted mostly "for
the desk drawer," that is for private consumption. His works of the time
were not abstract enough to be dangerous (it was considered seditious to
paint in the "decadent bourgeois" abstract or Surrealist modes), but too
Modernist for official acceptance. Thus, they were created and were seen
only in the twilight world of the studio and of private homes. Boszin and
his friends Peter Brusch, Laszlo Hovan and Jozsef Nemes did manage to
secure a show at the Endre Sagvari Cultural Centre in Budapest during
the brief, post-Stalinist period of liberalization in 1954, but this was an
exceptional occurrence.
Still, the early 1950s was a period of great creativity for Boszin.
His portraits of friends and lovers, and his self-portraits, display an
intense observation of character, a psychological realism, which contrasts
markedly with the psychological abstraction of official Socialist Realist
art. The works of 1949 still display the effect of the art of the French
Roman Catholic painter Georges Rouault (available through reproductions
in Hungarian and foreign art journals of the Coalition and pre-War
periods), who had also been influential on Marosan. In later works,
however, one can discern the delicate colour transitions, strong outlines
and solid ("constructive") compositional structures of Gadanyi's work. The
influence of the outstanding interwar Budapest painter Gyula Derkovits is

visible in some of his works of the time, e.g. in a 1951 Self Portrait and
a still life of 1953. 12 This inspiration is evident despite the fact that even
Derkovits, probably the greatest Hungarian left-wing artists of the interwar period, was on the proscribed list until 1954, because his work was
too Modernist for the authorities. 13 In his Still Life with Eggs of 1950, one
of the few works of this era I was able to inspect first hand, Boszin
achieves a synthesis of influences and individuality, of his skilled colour
sense and his strong compositional abilities, which mark the artist as
having come of age. Boszin achieved artistic maturity at the dawn of the
post-Stalinist era. (Fig. 1)
The liberalization which had begun in 1954 was reversed in 1955,
but again progressed in 1956, depending on the vagaries of the Hungarian
Communist leadership and its revolving door of office, which itself
depended almost totally on the whims and moods of Soviet leadership. As
Julius Marosan said in an interview given in Toronto in 1966, "How can
you work not knowing what the next policy change will bring?" 14
When the Hungarian bid for independence f r o m this state of
affairs was crushed by Soviet troops in November of 1956, Boszin, like
hundreds of thousands of his compatriots (including many artists) decided
to leave. On thel9th of that month he and his wife Sarolta crossed the
border into Austria, and arrived in Edinburgh, Scotland, a month later. 15
There he was helped by the Serbian-Hungarian, and later Canadian artist,
art teacher and critic Zeljko Kujundzic, who arranged for a solo exhibition
of his work by February 1957 at the Edinburgh Art Centre. As they were
unable to bring works with them, this show consisted of art Boszin had
produced since their flight to Austria, quite a feat for someone on the run.
This first show in exile resulted in no fewer than fifteen sales for the 33year old artist, a major boost, not the least financial, to the penniless
refugees. This was followed by a show of "strikingly Turneresque"
watercolours and linocuts at the Little Gallery in Glasgow that May. 1 6
Kujundzic then included Boszin in a three-person show at the Art Centre
of his own and the Scottish artist James Chisholm's work within the
parameters of the Edinburgh Festival. Like the others, this show too was
well-received in the press. 17 The critics tended to comment on his
technical proficiency and talent with handling colour. One wrote that "his
particular merit is in a luminosity which envelopes and sometimes
dissolves his forms." 1 * S o m e of these works such as Light of the
Highland and Sunrise at the Hebrides,display
a new looseness of
composition and airiness of colour no doubt reflective of his new-found

creative freedom in the West. 20 Such a looseness may also have been
evinced both by the — to him — unaccustomed northern light, and by his
decision to return to working with watercolours. Encouraged by his Edinburgh success as an artist, but unable to secure a living for himself and
his family, Boszin made his way to London early in 1958.
In the British capital, the effects of British neo-expressionist
painting and of the C O B R A group made themselves felt in Boszin's art. 21
Even during this neo-expressionist phase, the constructive impulse
inculcated in him by Gadanyi continued to make itself felt in strongly
built-up, indeed geometric compositions. His colours, like those of his
teacher, remained on the dark side. This strongly composed, geometric
abstract impulse already evident in the oil paintings of his Edinburgh
period continued in London in the "Window" series (Window, 1958;
Country Scene, 1959) 22 as well as in his colour monotopyes and water
colours of the early years in London. The strong compositions of these
works were modulated, however, by loose, expressive brushwork. Boszin
worked in this constructive-expressionist style throughout his London
period.
His first major exhibition in London took place at the Woodstock
Gallery in London from 23 March to 4 April 1959. Boszin was received
a thoughtful if rather florid review from his colleague Oswell Blakeston:
His oils vary in success although the approach is often similar
in so far as the artist seldom knows what he is going to paint
before he starts to handle his material and then one run or drip
of colour will lead to another and perhaps finally to a rich
lyricism or, less happily, the emergent may be saved by
reversion to cubistic formulae. All, however, are touched with a
dignity which seems a personal gift and to which is added, in
the best work, an emotion that might poetically be called plumcoloured. 2 3

At this point, the attention payed the Woodstock show must have inspired
the British-Hungarian art dealer Gustav T. Siden's to take Boszin on at
his Chiltern Gallery. By November of 1959, Boszin's works were
displayed, again together with Kujundzic's, at the Chiltern, where Boszin
was soon installed as the gallery's director. In July of 1961 Boszin had
his second show at the Chiltern, this time with the English painter Bruce
Clark. T h e unnamed reviewer for Apollo magazine commented on the
"dark and heavy tones" of the colours. "In this respect and in their

technique, the paintings are extremely close to expressionism, although
here the expressionism becomes almost an understatement." 2 4
Boszin's arrival on the British art scene as part of its neoexpressionist undercurrent was marked by his inclusion in the exhibition
"Expressionistes de Londres" at the Galerie Raymond Creuze in Paris in
I960. 2 " As part of this London neo-expressionist ambient, and through the
connections gained during his work at the Chiltern, Boszin founded
"Taurus Artists" in 1961. 26 The group's first show was held in the Chiltern
Gallery that same year. Taurus Artists was a loose and international
grouping of about 40 artists (including Oswell Blakeston ), with a core of
about 20, some of them fellow Hungarian exiles. In some respects Taurus
Artists was more a guarantee of an opportunity to exhibit regularly than it
was a coherent art grouping, but most of the members did share an
expressive-constructive mode of Modernist painting.
Marosan, who had ended up in Holland in 1956, and who
emigrated to Canada in 1957, met Boszin in London in the early summer
of 1962, at which time he joined Taurus Artists, and subsequently
exhibited with the group regularly. In May of 1962 there was a showing
of self-portraits by members of Taurus Artists at the Chiltern Gallery, and
the works by Boszin and Marosan were cited by Max Chapman as being
among the most interesting. 2, Taurus Artists' June 1962 showing at the
Chiltern Gallery, organized by Boszin, was entitled "The Hidden Face of
Nature," a name, as we have seen, borrowed from Kallai's "Bioromantic"
exhibition of 1947 that had made such an impression on Boszin. The
London show was thus an homage to Kallai, who had died in obscurity
and isolation in 1954.
A work by Boszin which reflected his interest in the structures of
nature is Square Cage, exhibited at the "Art in Science" show held at the
Piccadilly Gallery in London in 1961, at the Chateau de Blauvac
exhibition of Taurus Artists as part of the Festival de Provence in 1962,
and at the Grand Prix International de Peinture et de Sculpture de Monte
Carlo, in the Salon Bosio that same year. 28 (Fig. 2) On a carefully
textured ground of blue, white and red vertical fields that suggests the
French Republican flag, the artist has placed a black oblong, "behind"
which appears a complex set of interlocking square forms, the "square
cage" of the title. At its rear, this cage interpenetrates with the opened
vertical "pipe" that the slightly diagonal central white flag strip formed by
the central white area. In the depths of this pipe a kind of deep "fire"
burns. Since some of these squares are painted in heavy black oil paint,

another in blue, and yet others are formed by scraping away the pigment
right down to the board underneath, and since they are at odd angles to
one another, the suggestion of several simultaneous dimensions, of ndimensionality within the same space, is made. This quasi-scientific edge
of the work, combined with the implied ritualism of the "hearth," result in
a hybrid scientific/esoteric feel that echoes important 20 th century
Modernist concerns. This, and the combination of intense, if toned-down
blues and reds, with the ochre of the zones of reserve formed by the
scraping away of pigment, the simple composition harbouring the
complexity of the central zone, make for a tour de force within the artist's
oeuvre. One anonymous reviewer of the show at the Chateau de Blauvac
near Carpentras cited Boszin's four works as being "solides, sombres,"
while Guy Fargepallet singled them out as the best in the show: "De fait,
il s'impose par quatre peintures de visions grillagees aux couleurs
puissantes mais depouillees." 29
If 1962 marked the high point of Boszin's career in London, by
the mid 1960s, it was losing momentum. He continued to run the Chiltern
Gallery as well as Taurus artists, the combined administration of which
must have been daunting. In his art he was tending towards complete
abstraction for the first time, sometimes towards orthogonal-geometric
schemas and sometimes to a more purely expressive style, but he was
receiving less critical attention than previously. 30 He decided to approach
the Douglas and Foulis Art Gallery in Edinburgh, the scene of his initial
success in exile, where a show of his work was held in February of 1966.
This was to be his final show in Britain. The only critical response, by
Sidney Goodsir Smith, was that his palette was too "sombre." 3 1 In the
Britain of the 1960s, Boszin's subtle, and toned-down, often dark palette
could not compete with the brightness and boldness of the contemporary
art scene.
Meanwhile, in 1963, Julius Marosan, along with Stephen Mezei
and Bert Kolberg, had founded the Minotaur Gallery in Toronto. The
gallery's name was a reference both to the eponymous Surrealist journal,
and to Boszin's Taurus group. 32 Marosan organized a showing of the
Taurus Arists at the Minotaur Gallery in September 1963. That same year
Boszin took part in the Minotaur Gallery's "International Group
Exhibition," and he had a one-person show there in 1964. Later that
October, he had a one-person show at the Parisienne Gallery in Toronto.
These were not the only occasions on which Boszin had shown in Canada
up to that point. Zelko Kujundzic had settled in the British Columbia

interior in 1958, where he had organized a show of Boszin's work at the
Nelson School of Fine Arts in March of I960. 33 As a result of the activity
in Toronto, Boszin was impressed by the openness of the art scene there,
then at the height of a boom in art production and sales. 34 He was
encouraged by Marosan to emigrate to Canada, and did so in 1966.
The new artistic environment of Toronto resulted in two major
changes in Boszin's art: he became heavily involved with the production
of sculpture (which he had begun in England), and his painting style
changed dramatically. In 1968 and 1969, he went through a brief, though
very intense period of producing works that parallelled the work of North
American hard-edged, geometrical-abstract painting. Boszin's powerful
compositional abilities, honed over two decades of abstracting from
nature, as well as his excellent colour sense, served him very well indeed.
W o r k s such as Separated Forms (fig. 3) as well as the "Pendulum
Drawings" of 1968-69 (black ink on paper), 35 demonstrate this delicate
compositional balance Boszin was able to carry over from his abstractions
into these geometric inventions. Though he did not know these works at
the time, Boszin's hard-edge paintings bear a resemblance to some of
Kassak's late abstractions of the 1957-67 period, as well as to his abstract
graphic works of the early twenties, placing Boszin's work into the line of
development of another of his mentors. The fact that these works were
executed either as reproducible graphic works, or were painted on board,
reflect Boszin's avoidance of painting on canvas, a tendency that dates
back to his inability to obtain canvas when he began working after the
war, and one that has followed him throughout his career. These works
are painted, instead, on chipboard, which produces a rich, textured,
surface that contrasts with the hard-edged precision of the images. The
hard-edge period culminated in a one-man showing at the HungarianCanadian dealer Karl Hahn's Gallery of Fine Art on Toronto's Eglinton
A v e n u e in 1969. The fact that, later that same year, he produced a series
of geometrical-abstract silkscreens on canvas, only underlines his
avoidance of traditional oil or acrylic paintings on canvas. 3 6
Introduced to The Sculptors' Society of Canada by Marosan,
Boszin became more interested in the production of sculpture, and served
as the Society's president during the periods 1971-73 and 1979-83. In
England he had made a small figure of a king inspired by the work of
M a x Ernst, and akin to sculptures by the former European School artist
living in New York, Marosan's friend Jozsef Jakovits. 37 By the late
sixties, Boszin, along with Marosan, was experimenting with the use of

sculpted styrofoam as models for the casting of bronze and aluminum
works, as well as with styrofoam itself as a medium for sculptural
constructions.
In 1972 and 1973 Boszin, Marosan, the Hungarian-Canadian
sculptor Imre Szebenyi, as well as Wyndham Lawrence, the head of the
Sculptural Department at Central Technical School in Toronto and
Leonard Oesterle, professor at the Ontario College of Art, showed
together as "Five Sculptors From Toronto." Their two shows, at Charlotte
Rayner's Pennel Gallery in April of 1972, and at the Gallery Schonberger
in Kingston a year later, received good press coverage. As Anthony Thorn
wrote of the Pennel show in the Toronto Citizen: "Boszin is showing cast
aluminum abstractions with a most unusual and appropriate use of added
colour. His forms are very strong and massive, and are greatly enhanced
by the very vigorous and free use of colors." 38 Toronto Globe and Mail
critic Kay Kritzweiser meanwhile notes how "Andrew Boszin's aluminum
composition is a good example of how a small form can take on
illusionary proportions." Unlike Thorn, she is not happy with the addition
of colour, however, stating that "The addition of shiny, painted surfaces
— blue, red, black — somehow spoils the symmetry of the Castle
h39

piece.
Like his fellow Hungarian-Canadians Marosan and Dora de
Pedery Hunt, Boszin became interested in medallic art and produced a
beautiful series of these delicate works during the medium's Canadian
heyday in the late sixties and early seventies. 40
Boszin's sculpture, like his painting, passed from the constructiveexpressionist art of his London period to geometrical constructivity
around 1968. Just as Boszin's most geometric paintings of 1968-69
maintained textural effects through his application of the pigment onto
textured surfaces, he was careful to ensure the preservation of textures
throughout the casting and polishing process of his aluminum works and
bronzes, no matter how "abstract." (Fig. 4)
By the seventies Boszin was restless, and he returned in his
painting to a style which was essentially a development of the expressiveabstract style he had begun in 1965-66, a continuation of his London
period. Beginning with Appearance of 1970,41 Boszin effectively turned
his back on his hard-edge work, not to return to that mode of painting for
two decades. It is as if the artist felt that the hard-edge period had been
too easy a way out of the artistic dilemma he had found himself in after
his arrival in North America; how to integrate the art of this continent,

and of the Toronto scene in particular, into the natural course of
development in his art. Some works of this period I find to be too easy
compositionally (although done with his usual mastery), too close to
works of 1965-66, inspired by the Cubist Mondrian of the teens. Other
paintings such as The Hope and Storm over the Bay of 1972 meanwhile,
are m o r e successful in that they dare to break up this grid into free,
painterly fantasy, akin to his best work of the mid 1960s.42
As a further complication, during the mid to late seventies Boszin
reintroduced figuration into his works, in an apparent attempt to integrate
the power of his frontal portraits of the early fifties into his contemporary
work. While Boszin was exhibiting regularly (indeed he exhibited more
during the seventies than during any other decade of his career), and he
continued to exhibit often during the eighties, the late seventies and the
eighties were rather fallow years for his art.
The attempt of the late seventies at reintegrating his earlier
impulses had led to an impasse of sorts, one which the artist was not able
to overcome until the late eighties. It is curious that despite his neoexpressionist past, and apart f r o m some graphic works and watercolours,
Boszin was not able to reinvigorate his own art during the NeoExpressionist phase of the Toronto art scene during the early eighties. It
seems that the problems faced by the younger artists involved in that
scene were not Boszin's. Indeed, it is possible that this renaissance of
expressive representational art acted as a psychological barrier to Boszin's
own development.
Towards the end of eighties, as the Neo-Expressionist wave
crashed on the Toronto scene, Boszin, logically enough, again took up his
hard-edge oil painting on chipboard, almost where he had left off with it
nearly two decades previous. These new, shimmering oils and paper
collages, as well as his aluminum, styrofoam and wood sculptures —
shown in an important exhibition with works by Marosan and Aileen
H o o p e r Cowan at Toronto's John B. Aird gallery in May 1990 — display
a purity of form and of structure Boszin had been unable to attain in his
art of the late sixties. In works such as Angel and In Memory of the Last
Forest, the artist achieves a unity of purpose and material. 43 His return to
abstract painting in the early 1990s, using a spray technique on paper, and
working also in oil on plywood, was masterful. 4 4 His sure sense of
composition and colour are solidly in evidence in these late works. (Fig.
5) They are, as Kassak had written of the artist's works in the late forties,
"filled with the silence of eternity." 45

Boszin is a serious and very good artist, one who, endowed with
a talent for colour, texture and composition, as well as a sense of the
timeless, and fortunate enough to have had early mentors, and teachers
such as Gadanyi, Kassak and Kallai, has produced an oeuvre of dark,
brooding power, one in which he did not shy away from returning again
and again to problems raised early in his oeuvre. While his works frankly
display the struggles he has gone through, they are the evidence of honest
struggles. As the great Canadian-Hungarian poet Tamas Tuz wrote about
his art: "even his sometimes dominant dark colours, rather than depressiveness, reflect the calm of a summer night; some warm, soft, darkness;
the vibration of animate life." His art is, Tuz continues, "pure lyricism, in
line, form and colour; an inner content inexpressible through words, a
unique view of the world projected onto our retinae." 46
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